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The landscapes are the natural resources in Tierra del Fuego. The cultural interpretation gives them value-added in terms of territory activation, memory recovery and identity building.
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1. The innovation for the Special Interest Tourism Industry in Tierra del Fuego was associated with an interpretive structure that will provide to the tourist very interesting personal experiences, related with the culture, the landscapes and the environmental richness of Tierra del Fuego.

2. The project’s development of a cultural interpretation for the territory, to innovate the tourism, adds value to the landscapes of Tierra del Fuego through a sustainable use of the binomial nature and culture, in terms of activation of the territory, recovery of the memory and reinforcement of the identity.

3. The combination of Cultural Routes with each other, in certain areas with cultural weight and territorial intensity, will make possible to overcome the linear sequence of trails, to organize a complex set of circuits and to form denser routes.

4. In these areas, the highlights of geography match with relevant historical events, so that the territory of Tierra del Fuego appears throughout the natural and cultural complexity.

THE END